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About This Game
Once upon a time The Earth was green and beautiful. It was entrusted to humans to use it wisely together with all living things.
Over time humans developed advanced technology using up the Earth’s natural resources. Humans lost their connection with the
Earth. Caring only for their selfish interests, they didn’t notice the injuries that they had inflicted upon the Earth.
Climate change became the Earth’s scream for help. But nobody heard. Nobody until the cries become so strong that they woke
up Ziro, the youngest member of the ancient order of Snowmen Earth guardians.
Ziro will take you on a journey of puzzle solving. You will be able to learn how you can reconnect and help Mother Earth.
Ziro is innovative puzzle game offering incredible game-play in various levels of difficulty. You can relax and enjoy, or try to
solve a serious puzzle that will prove to be a true challenge even for the experienced puzzle solver.
So, Warm Up The Brain and Cool Down The Earth!
Key features:
Puzzle game featuring over 300 mind-cracking levels that will take player all around world in noble quest of fighting
global warming
Full 3D graphics powered by Ultra Engine technology that provides stunning graphics and visual effects rarely seen in
casual games
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A wide variety of puzzle elements that will heat up even the most prepared brains
Relax tension of problem solving and boost up your mood with 40 minutes of funky music
3 different game modes: Quest, Skill and Practice – a challenge for everyone’s taste
36 Steam Achievements
Each level Leaderboard, including total Leaderboards for each game mode
Enjoy the trip around the world through beautiful environments that are unique and characteristic for each part of the
globe
Learn the most important facts about global warming through fun and excitement
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Title: Ziro
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Kokakiki
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Release Date: 28 May, 2010
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Just a cheap knock off of World of Warcraft. You might as well just get that.. This game is really one dimensional. Once you've
figured out what to do on a certain level, you're going to have to spend a couple of minutes fondling around with the controls
trying to get skim through the levels.
It could've been good, if it was longer, and more about puzzles. Right now, it's just a boring construct of a game that feels like it
is uncompleted. There could've been more mechanics in the game, more levels that were about actual brain-work rather than
frustrating maneuvering. Because of this, it doesn't stand out. There is really nothing special about this game.
The soundtrack, visuals, effects, sounds... Are nothing special IMO.
This game isn't worth $10, but it is worth $0<$5 whenever the occasional sale arrives.. If you're on mac, its definitely not
something to look into. Updates are rare and mac users are unable to play past a glitch following the first puzzle at the start of
the game (an issue that was acknowledged, but never resolved). The quick discussion reply was appreciated wholeheartedly, but
it was never acted on, and i'm unable to get a refund because of it. The actual game looks great, i'm sure it has an amazing plot
and adventure to it, just sad I probably wont be playing it for a long, long while.. cool achievements.. This is the best *beeping*
DLC I've ever purchased. *beep* I don't care if it's 1,99 - you listened to what some fans wanted and you *beeping* served it to
us eventually. Plus, I'm all for supporting these developers. Now *beep* off will ya!. Love CGA graphics and hate sound cards?
Well Arctic Adventure might be the platform game you are looking for. AA is a puzzle platformer from 1991 with all the good
and bad that comes from being a classic PC Game. One note is that so far as I can tell the gamepad config is not complete and
you have to use the keyboard to fire your gun (at least with my 360 controller this happened). A general review and 4 levels of
play in the video below.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/b6kxN3Qhs2A. One of the best walking simulators I've ever played. Very beautiful, that house I started in... I
love it, if I ever win a lottery, I will let this house built for me. Very well optimised, no lagg, every step should be a
Alt+PrintScreen moment.
Sadly, very short. It shows elements that it could be big, like that ONE flashback and ONE puzzle and ONE search game.
The story is rich and correct. Because it started so good, I milked it. Strangly, after finishing the game, suddenly the
achievements popped up, that I need to play it again, to unlock them. Which is okay, I can do that within 15 minutes, skipping
all the dialogs.
I am also sad that there wasn't much of interactive items in the game. Like I would love to be able to look at every book, read a
small compilation about it, learning more about the lore in which this world is existing, maybe collectables, more areas to visit,
more people to talk, maybe even small quests/errands. But eitherway, this game made me HAPPY.
The DEV showed us that he/she has the talent of making an awesome game.
All I can say now is, I await the moment this DEV brings out another game, hopefully BIG with LOTS of mini games, LOTS of
clever puzzles and LOTS of awesome moments!
I got this game on sale for 1,99 and for the short duration of it, it was the best prize. It's now 3,99... I would not have bought it
for that prize... But I recommend it, its an experience.
Actually, maybe I would have paid 3,99 for it, even 4,99, just to support the DEV and with the hope his/her next project will be
as awesome as this game but with so much more content and length.. As someone that recently got into art, I really enjoyed this
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game. The sculptures seem like they're right there in front of you, same goes for the paintings. And if you have museum
etiquette and don't try to touch the art works, it's almost real. When you move up close, you see the proper imperfections in the
paintings.
All I would ask the developers to do is to include more paintings! The only downside is how quickly you go through all of the
works. I mostly enjoy paintings, and I indulged in the Mona Lisa and the Birth of Venus, but I wish I had something more. A
Hopper or a Monet, perhaps?
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WHY ASSISTED LOCOMOTION????? i made a 8m x 8m room for games like this to be able to freely play and run physically
in my room. but of course it's not possible because assisted locomotion is FORCED on us...come on man, please add an option
to remove assisted locomotion and i'll give this game a thumbs up. please.. Even this early in production, DH:MC is a highly
enjoyable throwback to the glory days of PC mech simulators, lovingly improved with modern sensibilities. Cribbing ideas from
virtually every PC mech game, DH:MC has vast potential. Highly recommended as an Early Access purchase!. I can't seem to
do anything on this program and everything is going\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up as I can't potition anything
right on the freehand mode aswell as there is no crop to crop images and you can't add anything from outside the program, I'm
sorry but its a no from me, Also for me it crashes when I try to preview an animated piece. I wouldn't recommend wasting your
money on this program. To be honest I'd like a refund. Amazing game. It has a creepy atmosphere, innovative gameplay, and
definitely worth your money if you have a few bucks lying around!. This game was not like what I was expecting, but I was
pleasantly surprised. Remnants of a Beautiful Day is not exactly a 'game'. It is more of a place.
Pros: + Great soundtrack; matches the environments well
+ Very pretty
+ In general, good controls
+ Fantastic, varied level design with a dream-like feel to it
Cons: - Some platforming issues, invisible walls, etc.
In all, I would reccomend this as a sort of 'virtual park' to explore; it's not exactly a game.. I started to play, i was playing already
on cracked version but now when it is for 5$ i bought it :D This game is perfect for wrestling fans. I really enjoy and
recommend it to all of you reading this :D. when i play this game i just lags but when i play every game i have no lag but this
game lag
. This is unfortunately the worst of the cells games. The game has a lot of math to sometimes just lead to 50/50s. Probably just
my personal preference. If you don't like doing a lot of math and testing possibilities, pass on this one.. I only have 2 hours in
the game so far but it is amazing so far! The graphics were rough at first (1080) because of the issues they were having but
promptly fixed it and it looks amazing now. I have in-game set to 220 scaling with graphic settings maxed out and it runs great. I
like the puzzles mixed in and like that they aren't too hard to where you get frustrated. The gameplay is slow but I like that for
an exploration game like this. I like starting out in a desert with similar feeling to The Solus Project and then making your way
into the city. The sound is great. I only have 1 small complaint so far and it's really small but I had a hard time turning around
the dune buggy in tight areas. Everyone begs for a story-driven game for the Vive and the devs delivered. I definitely
recommend this game! Good job guys.
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